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RELYCO Approved to Provide Durable REVLAR Material for New Jersey 

Temporary License Plates 

 

 

Dover, NH, July 23, 2024 – RELYCO is thrilled to announce that its innovative REVLAR material has been 

approved by the New Jersey Motor Vehicle Commission for use in the state's temporary license plates. This 

milestone follows recent legislation (P.L.2023, c.285) introducing new security measures and procedures for 

temporary license plates in New Jersey to prevent forgery or duplication. 

 

RELYCO's REVLAR material is designed to meet and exceed these rigorous new standards. As trusted 

security experts since 1989, RELYCO brings unparalleled expertise to the table, with a history in producing 

checks and secure documents enhanced with features like holograms, watermarks, thermochromic inks and 

microtext to thwart tampering, alteration and counterfeiting. 

REVLAR is also incredibly durable, waterproof and built to withstand the harshest weather conditions, ensuring 

New Jersey's temporary plates remain intact and legible no matter what. 

“We are immensely proud to offer a solution that aligns perfectly with the New Jersey Motor Vehicle 

Commission's stringent new requirements,” said Bruce Steinberg, CEO at RELYCO. “Our REVLAR material 

delivers unmatched durability and security, providing auto dealers and vehicle owners with the confidence they 

need in the quality and reliability of their temporary plates.” 

With over a decade of experience managing state, third-party agents and auto dealer temporary plate 

programs, RELYCO is more than just a supplier – they are a trusted partner. Offering secured custom 

eCommerce sites, robust distribution management software and custom plate creation, RELYCO ensures 

compliance, quality and peace of mind for all stakeholders. 

For over 10 years, millions of RELYCO’s trusted temporary license plates have been issued across the United 

States and Canada. 

For more information about RELYCO and their complete DMV solutions, please visit relyco.com/temporary-

plates or contact temporaryplates@relyco.com. 
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RELYCO is a New Hampshire-based supplier of unique print materials for thousands of uses. Their mission is 

to connect businesses with the solutions they need to communicate their message – with innovative products, 

wildly reliable people and creative problem solving. For more information, visit www.relyco.com or call 

800.777.7359.  
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